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LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTYMAINTENANCE TIPS

    Manufactured for: Dynarex Corporation
10 Glenshaw Street • Orangeburg, NY 10962
USA • www.dynarex.com
Made in China

Your Dynarex Product is warrantied to be free of defects in 
materials and workmanship for the lifetime of the product for the 
original purchaser. This item was built to exacting standards and 
carefully inspected prior to shipment. This Limited Lifetime 
Warranty is an expression of our confidence in the materials and 
workmanship of our products and our assurance to the consumer 
of years of dependable service.
The Warranty shall not apply under the following conditions:
• Problems arising from normal wear
• Problems arising from failure to adhere to the product instructions
• Problems arising from misuse, negligence, accident or improper 
 operation, maintenance or storage
• Problems arising from modifications or unauthorized repairs, 
 parts or attachments
• Products where the serial number has been removed or defaced
• Problems with non-durable components, such as rubber 
 accessories, casters, and grips, which are subject to normal 
 wear and need periodic replacement
Dynarex shall not be liable for any consequential or incidental 
damages whatsoever. Dynarex shall repair or replace defective 
products at its option. The foregoing warranty is exclusive and in 
lieu of other express warranties, if any, including the implied 
warranties of merchantability and fitness of a particular purpose. 
The remedy for any violation of the implied warranty shall be 
limited to repair or replacement of the defective product pursuant 
to the terms contained herein.
If you have a question about your Dynarex device or this 
warranty, please contact an authorized Dynarex dealer.
*This product meets or exceeds all federal safety and 
environmental regulations.

MAINTAINING YOUR TRANSPORT WHEELCHAIR
Proper care and maintenance is important in order to keep 
your DynaRide™ Transport Wheelchair in good working 
condition. Be sure that your chair is in proper working 
condition at all times. A qualified dealer or repair center 
(wheelchair rental dealer) should be consulted for periodic 
inspections and repairs.
1. At least once a week, wipe off metal parts using a clean 
 soft cloth. If the chair is exposed to moisture, dry the 
 chair immediately.
2. Clean the upholstery with a mild soap solution, rinse 
 and wipe dry. Worn or torn upholstery should be 
 replaced promptly as it may not support your body weight.
3. Inspect the wheels at least once a month. Correct any 
 side play by loosening the lock nut on the axle, then 
 tighten the axle just enough to remove side play.
4. Solid rubber tires require limited upkeep, but need to 
 be cleaned periodically with a damp cloth. Solid rubber 
 tires need to be replaced if they become cracked or 
 severely worn.

Reorder Nos. 10242
10243

DynaRide™

Transport
Wheelchair

SYMBOL GLOSSARY
For an explanation of symbols 
used in Dynarex packaging, visit 
dynarex.com/symbols.php

    WARNING:
Cancer and Reproductive Harm
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov



TRANSPORT WHEELCHAIRS OPERATING TIPS WARNING
HOW TO OPERATE YOUR TRANSPORT WHEELCHAIR
Your Transport Wheelchair dealer (wheelchair rental 
dealer) can assist you in making adjustments and provide 
you with operational information.
1. To open the chair, tilt to one side and push down on 
 seat rails.
2. Lift back support to upright position. The Lock 
 Mechanism will engage automatically. To fold the back 
 support, pull up on locks simultaneously, and carefully 
 fold down the back support.
3. To attach footrests, align the holes on the footrest arm 
 with the pegs on the frame of the Transport Wheelchair 
 and swing the leg rest into proper position. 
 To remove the swing-away footrest, release the lock. 
 Swing outward and rearward. Simply lift up and off the 
 pegs to remove the footrest.
4. To adjust the length of the footrests, loosen the bolt (or
 knob) on the telescoping tube shaft. Tighten securely 
 after adjustment. The lowest part of the footrest should 
 not be lower than 2½ inches from the ground to permit 
 proper clearance.

It is important for the attendant to be familiar with proper 
assisting procedures in any situation that requires the use 
of the DynaRide™ Transport Wheelchair. Safety is the key 
consideration. Consult your physician, nurse or physical 
therapist to determine methods most suitable for your 
individual needs and abilities.

Note: The Transport Wheelchair does not conform to 
federal standards for automobile seating and should not be 
used as a seat in a motor vehicle.

Note: The Transport Wheelchair should not be operated 
without the assistance of an attendant.

Note: You and your attendant should consult a qualified 
professional for correct techniques on ramp negotiations.

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE USING YOUR 
TRANSPORT WHEELCHAIR
Before entering or leaving the chair, engage the wheel 
locks against the tires on both rear wheels. Make sure the 
front casters are in the forward position before transferring 
into or out of the chair.
Do not move forward on the seat while leaning forward out 
of the chair. If it is absolutely necessary to do so, make 
sure the front casters are in the forward position. If you are 
picking an object up from the floor, go past the object, and 
then go backwards. The casters will then swing to the 
forward position.
Leaning out of the transport chair without proper 
assistance could cause tipping.
Do not step on the foot plates when transferring, as this 
could cause tipping.
Do not operate this wheelchair on roadways, streets or any 
surfaces with vehicular traffic.

Do not operate on inclines without proper assistance.

Wheelchair should be on a smooth, stable and level area 
with wheel locks engaged before transferring user in or out 
of wheelchair.

Footrest should not be lower than 2½ inches from the 
ground to ensure clearance.

Do not stand on or apply weight to footrests.

When trying to extend arms over back, only reach as far as 
your arm can extend without having to alter your seating 
position. Do not lean over or apply weight to the top of 
wheelchair back. This can cause wheelchair to tip over.

DO NOT stand on wheelchair.


